Comparative analysis of PMOS and NMOS based linear regulators with similar power profiles

Abstract: In his article, a comparative analysis of PMOS and NMOS based linear voltage regulators is presented. An output power of 18 mW is considered in the both cases. In PMOS based regulator, the output voltage is 1.6 V and output current is 11.25 mA, whereas in NMOS, they are 1 V and 18 mA respectively. Firstly, a conventional linear regulator is designed with PMOS as pass element and its stability and various performance parameters are analyzed. SPICE simulation is carried out to measure parameters and they are tabulated for the comparison. Similarly, another linear regulator is designed where pass element is a NMOS transistor. After the analysis of stability and performance parameters, SPICE simulation is conducted. The performance parameters of both regulators are compared and it is found that NMOS regulator exhibits better performance but low dropout feature of PMOS regulator makes it suitable for low power applications.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Power management integrated circuits deal with efficient and reliable power delivery to a electronic system. Voltage conversion from one domain to another like AC to AC, AC to DC, DC to DC, DC to AC converters form major part of power management system. Typically, DC to DC voltage converters are called voltage regulators. Voltage regulators provide a stable output voltage irrespective of fluctuations in supply and load demands. This control action can be linear or discrete in time domain. Hence, there are two types namely, linear and switching voltage regulators [1]–[4].

Fig. 1 shows basic block diagram of a linear voltage regulator. It is basically a negative feedback system in which current from pass element is adjusted such that output voltage remains constant. Based on type of transistor used in pass element, linear voltage regulators are classified into PMOS and NMOS based regulators.

Fig. 1. Basic block diagram of linear voltage regulator

In PMOS based regulator, PMOS transistor is configured as common source amplifier. The voltage difference between input and output terminals is the minimum voltage required to keep MOSFET in saturation region, which is typically around 50 mV to 200 mV [5]–[8]. Hence, PMOS based voltage regulators are called Low Drop Out (LDO) voltage regulators and their power efficiency is comparable with switching regulators [9]–[11]. The dominant pole can be at input of pass transistor or at the output terminal. If it lies at output, LDO requires a large output capacitor, which can be an on-chip or off-chip. On-chip capacitor occupies large area on chip and off-chip
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does not allow complete system integration on a chip. Hence, recently often dominant pole is chosen at the input of pass transistor. The Miller capacitor is employed to reduce the value of on-chip capacitance. However, the transient response of PMOS based regulator is limited by the large parasitic capacitance present at the input of pass transistor and quiescent current of the system [12]–[14].

In NMOS based regulator, pass transistor is a NMOS device and it acts like a common drain amplifier. This makes the difference between input and output voltage larger than the previous type [15], [16]. However, the mobility of charge carrier is higher which significantly reduces the size of pass transistor and its ill [17], [18]effects. Also, due to the nature of common drain configuration, output impedance is less and hence regulation will be better. Typically, the dominant pole lies at the output of error amplifier [19], [20]. In this article, the analysis of both types of regulators are presented and designed for a common power specification. Both regulators are simulated in SPICE tool and performance parameters are compared. Section 2 and 3 give the analysis part of the both regulators. The simulation results and associated discussions are explained in the forth section. Last section briefs about conclusion.

II. DESIGN OF PMOS BASED REGULATOR

PMOS based regulator is shown in Fig. 2. 180 nm CMOS technology is considered for the design. Supply voltage is assumed to be 1.8 V. From the literature it is found that the typical dropout voltage is 200 mV. For better common mode range, reference voltage is taken as 0.9 V. The values of feedback resistors are 56.25 kΩ and 43.75 kΩ. To achieve 18 mW output power, maximum load is kept at 11.25 mA for an output voltage of 1.6 V.

![Fig. 2. Basic block diagram of PMOS regulator](image)

The design begins with determining the size of pass transistor. The maximum load capability and dropout voltage decide the W/L ratio of the transistor. The specifications of differential amplifier needs to be derived based on regulator requirements. Table II shows the specifications of the differential amplifier. The complete circuit diagram of the regulator is shown in Fig. 3. The transistors from M₁ to M₆ form differential amplifier and M₇ is the pass element. Before looking into the performance parameters, the stability of the regulator must be investigated. The small signal model of the regulator is depicted in Fig. 4.
Convention of notations are as follows

\( g_{m1}, g_{mp} \rightarrow \) trans-conductance of \( M_1 \) and \( M_p \).

\( c_1 \rightarrow \) parasitic capacitance at input of pass transistor.

\( r_1, r_p \rightarrow \) output resistance of \( M_1 \) and \( M_p \).

\( C_{out} \rightarrow \) effective parasitic capacitance at the output terminal.

\( R_L \rightarrow \) output load resistance.

From Fig. 4,

\[
V_1 = \frac{g_{m1}r_1}{1 + j\omega c_1 r_1} V_{in}
\]

\[
V_{out} = \frac{-g_{mp}R_{out}}{1 + \omega C_{out} R_{out}} V_1
\]

\[
V_{out} = \frac{-g_{mp}R_{out}}{1 + \omega C_{out} R_{out}} \times \frac{g_{m1}r_1}{1 + j\omega c_1 r_1} V_{in}
\]

\[
V_B = \beta V_{out}
\]

where \( R_{out} = r_p \parallel (R_1 + R_2) \parallel R_L \)
\[
\frac{V_B}{V_{in}} = -\beta \frac{g_{mpR_{out}}}{1 + \omega C_{out} R_{out}} X \frac{g_{m1} r_1}{1 + j\omega C_1 r_1} \quad (1)
\]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Voltage gain</td>
<td>40 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Load capacitance</td>
<td>45 pF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slew rate</td>
<td>1 V/\mu s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Input common mode range</td>
<td>0.7 V to 1.1 V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Input common mode range</td>
<td>1 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phase Margin</td>
<td>90°</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 Specifications of Differential Amplifier

From equation (4), it can be seen that the system has two poles, one at the input of pass transistor and other at the output of regulator. To analyze the stability, SPICE simulations are carried out and it is found that that phase margin is only 12°. This is due to the absence of a dominant pole. To make pole at the input of pass transistor as dominant, the output pole must be at a frequency which is square root of 3 times the unity gain bandwidth frequency. This can be achieved by using a Miller capacitor of 15 pF value [10]. Fig. 5 shows the loop gain response of the regulator. It exhibits a phase margin greater than 60° for high and low loads.

Line regulation of PMOS based regulator is given by equation (2). Fig. 6 shows line response of the regulator and measured line regulation is 21.1 mV/V.

\[
\text{Line regulation} = \frac{1}{\beta g_{m1} r_1} \quad (2)
\]

Equation (3) explains the load regulation of the regulator, where \(A_v\) denotes the feed forward gain of the regulator.

\[
\text{Load regulation} = \frac{R_{out}}{1 + \beta A_v} \quad (3)
\]

To investigate the load transient response, a pulse load as shown in Fig. 8 is applied and obtained result is shown in the same plot. The undershoot and overshoot voltages are 31.2 mV and 35.4 mV respectively. Fig. 9 shows the power supply rejection ratio [PSRR] of the regulator at full load. It exhibits 33.08 dB of PSRR at 10 kHz.

III. DESIGN OF NMOS BASED REGULATOR

In a NMOS based linear regulator, pass device is n channel MOSFET and hence has higher trans-conductance compared to PMOS based regulators. Basically, the final stage is a common drain amplifier and output resistance is low [21], [22]. Fig. 10 shows circuit diagram of NMOS based voltage regulator. Transistors from M1 to M5 form error amplifier, M7 and M8 constitute a level shifter. Since the output node is having a low resistance, it is not convenient to make it as a dominant pole. This forces the pole at the input of pass transistor to be a dominant one [23]–[25]. Resistor \(R_3\) and capacitor \(C_c\) are used for this purpose. Fig. 11 shows the small signal equivalent of NMOS based linear regulator. Notation convention used in stability analysis is as follows

\(g_{mn}\) \rightarrow trans-conductance of nth transistor.

\(r_{on}\) \rightarrow output resistance of nth transistor.

\(C_n\) \rightarrow parasitic capacitance present at node \(V_n\).

\(R_1 = r_{o2} \parallel r_{o4} \quad R_2 = (R_3 + r_{o8}) \parallel r_{o7}\)

\(R_{out} = (R_4 + R_5) \parallel r_{o9}\)

\[
V_1 = \frac{-g_{m2} R_1}{1 + j\omega R_1 C_1} V_{in}
\]

\[
V_2 = \frac{g_{m2}(1 + j\omega R_2 C_2)}{1 + g_{m7} R_2 + j\omega R_2 C_2} V_1
\]
\[ V_{\text{out}} = \frac{g_{m3}(1 + j\omega C_{\text{out}} R_{\text{out}})}{1 + g_{mR} R_{\text{out}} + j\omega R_{\text{out}} C_{\text{out}}} \]  

\[ V_B = \beta V_{\text{out}} \]

\[ V_B = \frac{-g_{m2} g_{m3} g_{mR} R_1 (1 + j\omega C_2 R_2)(1 + j\omega C_{\text{out}} R_{\text{out}})}{(1 + j\omega C_1 R_1)(1 + g_{mR} R_2 + j\omega C_1 R_1)(1 + g_{mR} R_{\text{out}} + j\omega C_{\text{out}})} \]  

(4)
Equation (4) indicates that the system has three poles and two zeros. However, the pole at the input of the pass device is dominant and the system is stable with phase margin ≥ 60°. The loop gain response for low and high loads are shown in Fig. 12.

The input voltage is varied from 1.8 V to 2.2 V to determine the line regulation of the regulator as shown in Fig. 13. Line regulation is found to be 0.0022 mV/V. Similarly, load is varied from 0 to 18 mA and response of the regulator is plotted in Fig. 14. The recorded load regulation is 190.5 μV/mA. To investigate the transient response...
of the regulator, a step load pulse with 1 μs rise and fall time is applied and the response is shown in Fig. 15. The undershoot and overshoot voltages are 23.3 mV and 15.7 mV respectively. The behavior of the regulator in the presence of ripples in the supply voltage is shown in Fig. 16. At 10 kHz, the PSRR is 63.6 dB.

![Fig. 10. The circuit diagram of NMOS based regulator](image)

![Fig. 11. Small signal equivalent circuit of NMOS based regulator](image)

**IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**

The simulation results obtained from PMOS based and NMOS based regulators can be compared and many inferences can be drawn. The open loop transfer function of PMOS based regulator, has two poles and one zero and pole at the input of pass transistor is made dominant with the help of Miller capacitor. Whereas in the NMOS based, the transfer function has three poles and two zeros and pole at the input of pass transistor is made dominant with help of level shifter, additional resistor and capacitor [Refer equations (1) and (4)]. Here, forcing the output pole to be a dominant one is complicated since output stage has low output impedance.

The main distinguishing feature is the configuration of pass element. The NMOS based regulator inherently has the highest immune to variations in supply voltage. It can be seen clearly in the line response and PSRR response, the NMOS based regulator is far superior than PMOS based regulator as shown in Fig. 6, Fig. 9 and Fig. 13, Fig. 16. In PMOS based regulator, the pass transistor acts as common gate amplifier for the variations in the supply and this leads to larger variation in output voltage.
Another difference is the size of pass transistor. Since, NMOS has greater drift mobility, the size of the transistor is lesser for the given current specification. Because of this, resulting parasitic gate capacitance of NMOS transistor is smaller. Hence, NMOS regulator is faster and takes lesser time to respond to the changes in the output voltage than PMOS regulator. This can be observed in Fig. 8 and Fig. 15.

If load regulation of both regulators are compared, it can be noticed that NMOS regulator performs better than the PMOS regulator. This is due to the difference in output resistances of both regulators. Since, NMOS regulator has lesser output resistance, the change in output voltage for the corresponding change in the load current is minimum.

Fig. 12. loop gain response of NMOS based regulator

Fig. 13. line response of NMOS based regulator
Fig. 14. Load response of NMOS based regulator

Fig. 15. Load transient response of NMOS based regulator

Fig. 16. PSRR response of NMOS based regulator

Open loop gain of PMOS based regulator is more since amplification is obtained from both stages namely error amplifier and pass transistor. Whereas in NMOS regulator, voltage gain is not obtained from pass transistor stage since it is in common drain configuration. Hence, open loop gain is less.

Though NMOS based regulator performs well in many of the parameters, the dropout voltage is more when compared to PMOS regulators. The voltage difference between gate of the pass transistor and output terminal must
be higher than the sum of threshold and overdrive voltages. To match the dropout voltage with PMOS based regulators, it requires a power supply greater than input voltage. Though this could be achieved with help of charge pump, but the resulting chip area and complexity will be more. Hence power efficiency of NMOS regulators is poor and not suitable for low power applications. Table 2 summarizes differences between NMOS and PMOS based regulators.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>PMOS Regulator</th>
<th>NMOS Regulator</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dropout voltage [mV]</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. of poles and zeros</td>
<td>2 &amp; 1</td>
<td>3 &amp; 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full load loop gain [dB]</td>
<td>81.7</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No load loop gain [dB]</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>16.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Line regulation [mV/V]</td>
<td>21.1</td>
<td>0.0022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Load regulation [μV/mA]</td>
<td>311.6</td>
<td>190.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSRR at 10 kHz [dB]</td>
<td>33.08</td>
<td>63.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Undershoot [mV]</td>
<td>31.2</td>
<td>23.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overshoot [mV]</td>
<td>35.4</td>
<td>15.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, linear regulators using PMOS and NMOS as pass transistor are analyzed and designed for a common power specification. The stability of both regulator are investigated and performance parameters like line regulation, load regulation, load transient and PSRR response are measured and compared with each other. It is found that NMOS based linear regulators performs well in all above mentioned parameters. However, lower dropout voltage and better power efficiency of PMOS based regulator make it suitable power constraint applications.
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